Tomorrow’s Job Market
Although climate change and environmental issues have worked their way up on policy agendas,
employment remains the main concern. Indeed, more than ever the subject of employment occupies a
prominent place on the agendas of governments around the world. It has a direct impact on the productivity,
competitiveness and general well-being of all industry sectors. In Europe, the Lisbon strategy aims to make
the EU “the most dynamic and competitive knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable
economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion, and respect for the environment
by 2010”. To this end, the European Commission launched its new Social Agenda aimed at modernising
Europe’s social model, putting the objectives of full employment, quality of work, increased productivity and
cohesion at the centre of EU policies.
Providing jobs and equal opportunities for all
while ensuring that the benefits of the EU’s growth
reach everyone in society remain a priority and an
important challenge in Europe. By modernising
labour markets and social protection systems,
European governments seek to respond to
international competition, advances in technology
and demographic changes while protecting those
in society that are most vulnerable.
For the last 15 years, Employment Week has been
one of the main events focussing on European
employment. Employment experts, business
leaders and public figures from around Europe
engage in dialogue on issues such as the impact
of globalisation and demographic change on EU
employment, mobility and immigration, the ageing
workforce, entrepreneurship, youth employment,
labour market flexibility and income security,
regional development, life-long learning, innovation
and diversity.

how prepared Europe is to deal with the effects of
globalisation and what kind of immigration policies
it should be adopting in response. What can be
done to retain and attract a qualified workforce?
How important is ‘flexicurity’ in fostering productivity
and job quality?
Those are questions that matter to the entire
working population of the 27 EU Member States;
and answers will be eagerly awaited by workers,
business leaders and students alike.
Many of the issues featuring on the programme of
Employment Week 2008 are directly relevant to
students, graduates and young professionals. For
this reason, and in preparation for Employment
Week 2008, Generation Europe conducted a survey
directed at students and young professionals
currently preparing to enter Tomorrow’s Job
Market.

Employment Week aims to promote the exchange
of ideas between the various stakeholders and
to propose solutions that will foster European
competitiveness and productivity as well as address
the current employment issues throughout Europe.
Employment Week 2008 hopes to provide answers
to many employment-related questions, such as
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Introduction
As many young people leave the school or
university benches, they join others in the difficult,
and often fruitless, struggle for a desired career.
Yet many organisations both within the private and
public sectors find it increasingly difficult to attract
young employees.
With increasingly literate, highly educated,
multilingual and mobile workforces in India
and China, to name only two of the developing
economies that are catching up fast with the West, it
is now imperative for the EU to adapt its employment
market to ongoing global changes. Across the
Atlantic, estimates are that the new generation of
employees will have had up to 14 jobs by the age
of 38. This strongly suggests that today’s workforce
no longer values loyalty and that companies do not
manage to retain personnel. Tomorrow’s young
employees are increasingly likely to land low-pay,
short-term contracts, alienating them from their
employer and the workplace in general. They are
also much more likely to join the unhappy crowd of
unemployed young people in the EU that represent
a disproportionally large part of the unemployed
population in Europe as a whole.
With all this in mind, the team at Generation
Europe went straight to the source, aiming to get
some preliminary answers to the questions that
preoccupy the young European generation. The
GE survey was carried out online and by active
members of the Generation Europe community,
e.g. GE’s ambassadors, in several EU Member
States, as well as beyond the EU borders into the
European neighbourhood countries. The findings
of the GE survey provide food for thought and are
intended to serve as background information to
stimulate discussions during Employment Week
2008.
Findings from earlier research by Generation
Europe revealed that, in terms of lifestyle &
employment, the next generation knows what it

wants. The results at the time demonstrated that
they were determined to expand their cultural
horizons, that they were not afraid of challenges
or change and that they were mobile. They aspired
to be global citizens and were eager to work in a
multicultural environment where they could enrich
themselves personally and professionally.
As a continuation of prior research, this survey
reveals how young people and the next generation
are adapting to change and what they expect from
their potential employers. More specifically, the
survey was aimed at finding out how they position
themselves within a competitive job market. The
results also provide insights on the best methods
for companies to attract and retain employees and
to deal with work flexibility and income security,
continued learning, job quality and work-life
balance, all issues that are close to the heart of the
next generation.
This Report provides useful insights into the way
students and young professionals approach the
labour market and how they go about searching
for employment, what they expect from their
employers in return for their flexibility, eagerness
and openness and whether they have ultimately
succeeded in their quest for the Holy Grail...

Catie Thorburn

Marie-Hélène Cussac
PS: We’d like to thank all who participated in the
survey and in particular those who sent us their
thoughtful and energetic essays!
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Survey Results
The survey entitled “Tomorrow’s Job Market” consisted of ten questions and an open question in which
respondents were invited to take on the role of a recruiter and share their views in a short essay. The
multiple choice questions intended to discern young people’s attitudes towards the job market and job
hunting in general, whereas the answers to the open question provide us with a more detailed account of
how young people would go about recruiting their peers.

Part I: The Profile
Generation Europe received a total of 1,606 completed surveys from respondents aged between 17 and
30 years old, living, studying or working in 40 different European countries of which 26 EU Member States.
Nationality of Respondents
16%

19%

1%
2%
2%

13%

4%
4%

6%
13%
7%
13%

The countries with most respondents are Greece, Hungary, Romania, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Ireland,
France, Italy and Bulgaria. From outside the EU, we received most answers from Albania and Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
Country of Residence

11%
21%

2%
2%
2%
6%

13%

8%

10%
13%
12%
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Gender

57% of respondents are female and 43% are
male. Exactly 70% of the survey respondents
are between 19 and 25 years old.

Male, 43%

Female, 57%

Age
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
32

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

Current Occupation

16

The majority of respondents
are students (61%), and
nearly all other respondents
are employed in some way or
another, leaving us with only a
small sample of 4% representing
the unemployed. Over 76%
are either enrolled in, or have
obtained, an undergraduate or
graduate degree and 13% are
post-graduates, bringing the
total of people having studied
after secondary school to nearly
90%.
Level of Studies

Unemployed, 4%

Full time employed, 27%
Graduate, 32%

Undergraduate, 44%

Other, 1%
Part-time employed, 7%
Studying, 61%
Postgraduate, 13%
Secondary, 11%

Whereas this survey may not be representative of the European youth population as a whole, it represents
the views and opinions of tomorrow’s business leaders & policy makers. As the results show, factors such
as gender, age or level of studies, do not significantly influence the results.
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Part II: Internet and
Networking to Tackle the Job
Market
With a significant majority of young people having
access to help and assistance when first venturing
out onto the employment market, it would be
reasonable to claim that, overall, young Europeans
are adequately prepared to take on the employment
market. This said, the help they receive to put
together their CV comes from informal sources
such as family, friends and websites, rather than
from more official information suppliers such as job
services and universities. For them to succeed in
their search for their desired profession, however,
it would be useful to put more easily accessible
help and information at their disposal. The survey

shows that a large number of respondents, more
than 40%, rely on help from their family or friends
to draft their CV, whereas 28% of them can count
on the help from schools or universities when
it comes to help or training for job interviews, as
well as writing their CV. Only one student out of
ten turns to a job service or organisation for help
in writing their CV or polishing up their interview
skills. Finally, a significant number of people, more
than 30%, find help online for drafting their CV.

Have you had any help to draft your CV?
Have you received any training on job interview skills?
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%

Drafting CV
Interview Skills

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

From friends,
family

From internet,
books

From school,
university

No help

From a job
service/organisation

When job hunting, it comes as no surprise that the next generation relies heavily on the internet, with
websites (59%) and online job boards (38%) being the most popular tools used amongst young Europeans.
Quite strikingly, we see again that family and relations play a very important role in looking for a job, coming
a close second to the internet with 52%. It is safe to say that networking is far from discarded as a very
reliable way to work oneself up the employment ladder. With the amount of job fairs available across Europe
on the increase, it is surprising to see that very few people visit them or rate them as helpful in their search.
The school/university career office does not fare much better, with only 16% of respondents making good
use of them. Job agencies score moderately well with just over a quarter of respondents making use of them
in their job hunt. There is no notable gender difference as far as job hunting habits are concerned. However,
it may be worth noting that respondents who are currently employed are keener to look for jobs online than
those who are not.
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Where do you usually look for job openings?
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Web sites

Relations

Online job Newspapers
boards

As we’ve seen, in their
search for job openings,
young Europeans favour
the internet. Yet many
seem to deplore the lack
of information available
on company websites.
With “relations” coming
a close second amongst
the favoured channels to
find a job, it seems that
one potential solution
for companies to attract
more young employees,
would be to build personal
relations with universities
and students in order to
provide them with better
information and hand out
their business cards to
the students they see as
potential employees.

Job
agencies

Career
office

Job
fairs

No idea

Contrasting with the
fact that very few young
people make use of the
university career office,
results show that when
available it is appreciated
and when not, it would be
a welcome service. Only
21% of respondents with
access to a career office
don’t find it useful and
only 9% without access
to such a service would
not use it even it if it were
available.

Do you have a career guidance service at your university/school?

40%
35%
30%
25%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Yes, and it is useful

Yes, and it is not
useful

No, but I would find
it useful

No, and I would not
use it anyway

“Short seminars and trainings organised by a given company seeking young talented people can overcome
the lack of meaningful contact and create opportunities for development of profound relationships between
the company and potential young professionals.” Elma, Bosnian, 27 years old.
Besides that, improving their online image and information channels is all-important.
“I feel the company website is the most important tool in reaching out to young people and encouraging
them to apply to the company.” Sharmin, British, 24 years old.
“I’d create a blog account and I’d update it [regularly] to inform about our development and show them where
they can include themselves.” Ceren, Turkish, 23 years old.
“In order to be accessible, the company would have to have a strong internet presence, because I believe
that a lot of young people looking for jobs are doing a part of their search online.”
Johanne, German, 24 years old.
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Part III: Educated but
not Experienced
What this survey shows, rather surprisingly, is
that mobility amongst young Europeans is not the
given it is so often assumed to be. In contrast with
prior research by Generation Europe, respondents
appear rather less mobile than anticipated and
demonstrate a certain attachment to the local rather
than the global. 53% of respondents say they look
for jobs locally, whereas only 24% are prepared to

look for jobs outside of their country (but within the
European Union) and an even smaller percentage
(19%) is happy to look for jobs anywhere in the
world. Men are overall a little more mobile than
women, with 23% of them willing to relocate
anywhere in the world. Interestingly, respondents
with a post-graduate degree are rather more
mobile, with 33% of them willing to move anywhere
in Europe and 31% of them happy to look for a
job anywhere in the world. Respondents from EU
Member States are also more likely to try their luck
away from home.

Where do you look for job offers?
70%

60%

50%
All Respondents

40%

EU Respondents
Non-EU

30%

Postgraduates

20%

10%

0%

Locally

Regionally

Anywhere in my
country

Anywhere in the EU

Anywhere in
the world

Many young people seem to realise that their degrees do not necessarily prepare them sufficiently for the
job market, where having specific skills and the necessary experience counts for a lot. As a result, unpaid
internships are still a fairly popular way for young professionals to get their foot in the door and acquire their
first job experience to start building their career.
“Recruiters have to understand that young people, especially students, can’t get a job because they don’t
have the experience, and they don’t have the experience because they can’t get a job.”  
Shpresa, FYROM, 21 years old.
Besides offering unpaid internships, potential employers should ensure that young people have easier
access to better information about the jobs that are out there. With no previous experience, European
students that are embarking on a search for their first job, feel that they do not understand the nature and
requirements of the majority of the jobs they are applying for.
“Whether companies use career agencies, job-fairs, university career offices or even the internet, young
professionals do not get an in-depth insight into the company and the nature of the work they will conduct.”
Elma, Bosnian, 27 years old.  
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Would you be prepared to accept an unpaid internship?

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Yes, only if it is really
important to my future

Yes, to add to my
professional
experience

Nearly 30% of respondents answered positively
to the question whether they would accept unpaid
work and another 36% said they would definitely
consider it, but only if it were necessary for
advancement in their career, bringing the total of
people willing to do unpaid work to a total of 65%.
20% said they couldn’t afford to work for free and

No, because I couldn’t
afford it

No, because I think that
unpaid work is unfair

14% thought it unfair. Results from an early spring
poll on the GE website were in line with these
findings, showing that 17% of respondents would
refuse unpaid internships.
87% of respondents believe that a student job can
help them prepare for and land their first job.

Do you think that a student job can help you be better prepared
to land your first “real” job?

No
13%

Yes
87%
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Nearly half of the respondents (43%) can consider
themselves lucky, never having been turned down
for a job. With only 19% of respondents not knowing
why they didn’t get the job, a quarter of them
realised that they hadn’t landed the job because
of a lack of experience and 13% suspected
insufficient qualifications to be a deciding factor. A
lack of experience (and to a certain degree a lack
of qualifications) remains the main barrier to the
job market for many students. Rather surprising is
the fact that 50% of post-graduates believed they

had been turned down due to lack of experience
or insufficient qualifications, 10% more than those
with a less advanced degree.
Many of the survey respondents agree that
companies should be better prepared to deal with
the lack of experience from students fresh out of
college. The lack of experience should not form a
barrier, but rather be approached as an opportunity
for a company to acquire new insights.

“Companies having trouble to reach young people, should see them not as a burden or as somebody they
need to train and teach because the university didn’t do it, but companies should trust those young people
with a small project.” Charles, Belgian, 23 years old.
To attract a new generation of employees and to adequately inform them about their opportunities within a
certain company, there is unanimous agreement amongst all respondents that a company should establish
a relationship with students and universities by presenting their company and providing information about
job requirements.
“Probably the best solution would be to organise information weeks for school students and provide them with
information about the particular market demand on professionals & future career prospects after graduating
from university.” Dalia, Lithuanian, 19 years old.
“I would have my staff visit faculties and give short presentations on a particular theme. That way they will
meet and interact with talented and motivated students.” Sumeja, Bosnian, 23 years old.

What are the reasons for which you have been turned down for a job?

Lack of experience
25%
I have never been
turned down
43%

I do not know
19%

Insufficient
qualifications
13%

Note: The 43% on the pie chart above who have never been turned down for a job also include the young
people who have never applied for jobs and could therefore never have been turned down.
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Part IV:
Ignoring Ethics in Favour of
Financial Gain
“Maybe above all, the most important thing for young people in work is the money and the status they get
through it. […] Young workers tend to romanticize their jobs”. Marco, Dutch, 17 years old.
Again a large number of our respondents never
turned down a job offer. Those who did, however,
provide various reasons for their decision.
Insufficient financial reward emerged as the main
reason why people turned down a job (31%).
24% of the respondents were spoiled for choice and
turned down a job because they had been offered
a better opportunity elsewhere and 21% expressed

a lack of interest in the job they had been offered
as the main reason why they turned the offer down.
Only 9% did not feel qualified for the job. Amongst
those currently working, financial reasons for
turning down a job are higher, at 41%. They are
also offered better opportunities elsewhere more
frequently (40%), just like postgraduates. With
42%, postgraduates demand even higher financial
rewards than people presently employed.

What are the reasons for which you have turned down a job offer?
I have never turned down a job offer
Insufficient financial offer
I was offered a better opportunity elsewhere
The job turned out to be uninteresting
Too far away
No evolution possible
I did not like the people whom I met
for the interview
I did not feel qualified
It was a short-term contract
0%

10%

In their search for the ideal job or potential employer,
young people have their career, personal growth
and private life in mind. The majority focuses on

20%

30%

40%

50%

their career perspective (61%) in a company as
well as the learning and training opportunities
available for personal development (50%).

“Young people are hungry for knowledge. No one really expects to become rich during the first year of work,
but considers it more as an investment in the future.” Ana, Serb, 29 years old.

10
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When looking for a job, what really matters to you?
Private/public
Company Size (multinational vs. SME)
Company name & reputation
International/national
Company ethics & goals

All Respondents
Postgraduates

Possibility to travel
Stability
Life - Work Balance
Learning/training opportunities
Career perspective/evolution
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Other important factors are work-life balance (45%) and stability (35%). Flexible working schedules in order
to fit in their busy lives, seem to top their list of priorities.
“Younger people want to work when it fits them and if a company can offer that it will go way ahead of
companies with the ‘standard’ working hours and days. The interesting thing is the fact that the productivity
doesn’t have to lower, as might be expected, as long as the employer keeps up a result driven policy.”
Marco, Dutch, 17 years old.
“I would give young people a chance to work part-time. Many young people want to work and study at the
same time. […] I think that it is very important to offer them a flexible-time job so that they do not have to
cancel their studying just because they need money to pay their bills and live a ‘normal’ life’.”
Kadri, Estonian, 17 years old.
“The working schedule would have to be changeable. […] Productivity is what matters and not the number
of working hours.” Cristina, Romanian, 18 years old.
Young professionals don’t seem to attach much importance to the size of the company (10%), the name
or branding of the company (13%) or whether the company they work for is a private or public entity with a
national or an international dimension. Along the same line, less than a quarter of respondents care about
the ethics or CSR credentials of their potential employer.
For the respondents currently in a full-time job, work-life balance takes on a great importance (52%),
compared with 45% for the sample as a whole, and they attach slightly more importance to the name /
branding of the company than students do. Postgraduates also attach greater importance to balancing their
private life with their work, as well as the availability of learning opportunities (56%), while caring a little less
about the name and brand of the company (19%).
Beside the various criteria listed in the survey, other less tangible, or measurable, requirements for potential
employers featured among the job expectations of young people. In their answers to the open question,
many respondents mentioned characteristics such as “the freedom to express oneself”, honesty, sincerity,
reliability and “understanding” as very important qualities in a future employer.
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“Recruiters often don’t take into account the ambitions of young people, their willingness to work and to
unfold new and innovative ideas, their eagerness to learn new things, skills they possess, their enthusiasm,
potential and creativity.” Shpresa, FYROM, 21 years old.  
These softer selection criteria may appear less important in the process to attract employees from the next
generation of workers, but companies ignore them at their own peril. Those who manage to convince young
people that they will be taken seriously and that they will be dealt with in an honest and sincere manner,
without forgetting that they are bright but inexperienced, will be successful in attracting and retaining
tomorrow’s managers and business leaders.
“The most important thing would be the freedom to express.” Kerezsi, Romanian, 28 years old.
“Honesty and human appearance are what get young people to trust companies. […] The most important
aspect is to be sincere.” Andreea, Romanian, 22 years old.
“Only by presenting a company to students as reliable and young people-friendly, can one attract the best
talents to its team”. Laura, Lithuanian, 30 years old.

Part V: If you were a recruiter...
This section highlights extracts from interesting essays which were submitted in answer to the open question
of the survey.
FROM SUPERFICIAL CONTACT TO LASTING RELATIONSHIPS - by Elma Demir, BiH, 27
Companies eager to recruit talented young
professionals have always focused on number of
recruiting strategies that are, by their very nature,
limited to a short and superficial contact between the
company and young people. Whether companies
use career agencies, job fairs, university career
offices or even the Internet, young professionals
do not get an in-depth insight into the company and
the nature of the work they will conduct. Moreover,
relationships between possible applicants and
companies created in this way are not profound
and therefore lasting.

contact and create opportunities for development of
profound relationships between the company and
potential young professionals. These seminars can
be held for period of four to six days on any subject
related to company’s business area of interest,
ranging from specialized topics in IT, chemistry
or any production field to broader ones like
marketing, finances, or consulting. The company
can use its HR staff to organize these events,
while its experienced staff members and experts
can lead the lectures, presentations, and organize
interesting and fun case studies and projects.

At this point, it is important to note that majority of
young people is coming directly from school after
completing their secondary or college education.
Many of them did not have an opportunity to complete
long internships and acquire career building skills
that would enable them to successfully search
for jobs that will satisfy their professional needs.
Although some young people might have certain
vision of their future workplace, it is quite vague
and broad, and thus many career decisions made
by young people are made with lack of information
on what is out there in the professional world.  

If these events are held on a continuous basis they
can assist the company to recruit talented young
professionals on a regular basis. Furthermore, in
order to contact and attract even future-coming
generations, college students in their final years of
study should participate.

Short seminars and trainings organized by a
given company seeking young talented people
can overcome aforementioned lack of meaningful

12

This approach in reaching young people offers a
new possibility for possible job applicants to take
a thorough look at the company, opportunities
it offers, and work tasks and responsibilities of a
future workplace. Moreover, because of a longer
contact involved, this recruiting strategy can
present itself as a great opportunity to create direct
and profound relationship between the company
and their potential job candidates.
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WORK THE NETWORK - by Eddy Fonyódi, SE, 27   
[…] First, I would make sure to have a clear presence at those
universities where I believe I would have the best chances of
finding good recruits. Second, I would engage a few students at
each of these universities to be my ‘spokespersons’ to get the word
of my organisation out to as many as possible.
Beyond universities, their student organisations and alumni
networks, I would also make a strong effort to reach out to various
networks of young people already employed to see from what other
organisations I might be able to attract them over to mine. […]
THE RIGHT CHEMISTRY - by Andreea Vasile, RO, 22
It is well known that what keeps an employee in a company is
the atmosphere. And atmosphere is the result of the chemistry
between people alongside flexible management. […] I would also
create a Facebook and MySpace webpage generated user content
for my company [since] virtual networking has become the most
fashionable way to keep in touch with and meet people from all
around the world. […]

GETTING OUT THERE
- by Alena Auchuk, BY, 21
[…] Contests among the students
can be another aspect of recruiting
at universities. This could help to
choose the most active and creative
students of studies and invite them
to internship programmes, […] so
that the students would get a better
understanding about the work they
will perform to later on.
[…] Thus the close bond between
universities
and
companies
would benefit all: such will make
universities change for better;
students will have experience,
job offers, the feeling of being
appreciated; companies will have
smart, motivated, knowledgeable
people, full of ideas!

Moving around nowadays has become so easy that the real deal is
not about hiring new people, but getting to keep them by showing
that you care. And they will care too.
START WITH TRUST, THE REST WILL FOLLOW - by Charles Van den Bogaert, BE, 23
Most companies are in a permanent need of new, active, flexible and young employees, to help them solve
new problems and new opportunities. That’s the offer (or the demand, depending on your point of view).
Most of the young graduates are looking to start in a company, which can offer a real experience, which can
add a real value to their life. That’s the demand (or the offer). But a lot times, offer and demand don’t meet.
Unfortunately. Young people have then to choose a job with no career perspective, unless they’re really
qualified. And companies cannot evolve as they had wished for; they can’t take up the challenges they had
fixed.
Which companies have a real recruiting process? The big four’s. Why? Because a lot of young graduates
still don’t really know what they want to do, and those companies offer a wide perspective and a lot of
different opportunities. It’s not a long term partnership, a lot of the new employees leave after some time,
with a gained experience, but offer and demand met in that case. Also, big companies tend to offer a new
kind of job, called a management trainee. The freshly acquired employee has the possibility to discover the
whole company and to taste what’s like to work there. Young people seem to appreciate this opportunity. It’s
a real win-win situation.
So, companies having trouble to reach young people, should see them not as a burden, as somebody they
have to train and teach because university didn’t do it; but companies should trust those young people, with
a small project. They have to create a win-win situation, and the employee will work twice as hard to please
his employer. Mistakes will be made, but less than you think. And by the way, salary isn’t that important. Yes,
it’s always nice to have advantages, but young people have not a lot of costs.
Finally, how the reach those young graduates? Be present all along their scholarship (sponsorship,
chair’s, …), be there at fair’s, send young employees to meet classes, answer quickly on a send curriculum
vitae, and “le bouche à oreille” will do the rest…
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“There are all kinds of employers wanting all sorts of servants, and all sorts of servants wanting all kinds
of employers, and they never seem to come together.”
That was written 150 years ago by the celebrated English novelist Charles Dickens and it would seem
that today’s employers and would-be employees are struggling with the same problems in this 21st
century. What is clear to me from reading these views of a broad range of students from practically every
geography is that companies still don’t know how to attract the right people and they don’t know where
to look either. Corporations today are just not “cool” but they need to change if they are ever to capitalise
on the huge amounts of talent that are out there in the marketplace, all eager to work. My advice to big,
medium and small business is simple. Get to know some of the new generation. Invite them to visit your
business, listen to their views, hopes and aspirations. Then maybe, just maybe, you’ll be able to create
an environment where this NEXT Generation wants to work. My advice to those seeking a career. Give
the oldies a chance. Go see them, email them, call them. They are not as bad as you might think and
they do need your help if they are to survive and prosper. After all that’s what we all want. If both sides
do that, then perhaps we’ll be able to fulfil that dream of Charles Dickens one and a half centuries ago.
Comment by Mike Johnson, Chairman of the The FutureWork Forum,
of which Generation Europe is a member.
www.futureworkforum.com

Conclusion
Whilst young people around Europe were
answering the Generation Europe survey, data
was being gathered to compile this year’s ranking
for the best workplaces around the world. Whereas
different aspects influence companies’ records as
great employers, there are some striking parallels
between the findings of the GE survey and the best
workplaces research.
Employee/employer trust is crucial and is related
to other criteria such as adequate pay, openness
and the freedom to express one’s opinion and
criticism. Trust within an organisation can only be
achieved by sincere, open, two-way communication
and companies that emphasise this tend to attract
and retain a satisfied workforce.
Young people also seek out companies that provide
significant “learning and training opportunities”,
ideally available in-house and based on the
sharing of skills by experienced professionals who
have mastered the job. Sharing expertise and
empowering employees helped companies score
very well on the list of best companies to work for.
Also very important is the degree of independence
given to employees and the balance between work
and private life. Giving young people the possibility
to manage their own time and work, motivates them
in their work and offers the possibility for young
people to continue studying or engage in activities
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that will indirectly benefit their performance within
the company.
In many aspects the GE survey of young people’s
attitudes towards the workplace, follows the
wider employment market trend that “money isn’t
everything”. However, money remains the principal
motivator in young peoples’ decisions to take or
reject a job offer. In stark contrast with previous
research, on the other hand, less than a quarter of
the young people surveyed, rated ethical concerns
as significant in their decision making process.
In order to reach the next generation of employees
companies should improve their online presence,
offering better and more relevant information on
their websites. They should also be more present in
schools and universities, engaging directly with the
students, in order to inform them better and start
building a relationship early on. The survey showed
that relations remain very important in the search
for a job and companies that manage to engage
with students and young professionals will be in a
better position to recruit them into their workforce
later on. This relationship will also enable students
to gain the necessary work experience in advance,
removing one of the most important barriers in
the recruitment of young people in present day
Europe.
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On 11 June, Generation Europe contributed to the debate on youth and
employment at Employment Week 2008 and GE released the results of
the ‘Tomorrow’s Job Market’ survey.
This survey Report was released by Generation Europe, as a key representative of students and young
professionals in Europe. The results provided quite some food for thought for the youth and employment
debate. Many participants later shared with us their astonishment at
some of the results, for instance at the fact that the young European
generation does not seem as mobile as is generally believed.
The GE stand at Employment
Week attracted a lot of interest from
organisations and stakeholders
concerned with youth issues and
employment. The visitors of our
stand showed a particular interest in
our Report.

Essay winner Eddy Fonyódi receiving his award

Generation Europe gave the floor to young people, giving them
the chance to engage in a debate during a surprise talk show with
GE Community members with Luc Ferry,
European Commissioner for Employment Vladimir Spidla and former
former French education minister
French education minister Luc Ferry.
The exchange provided a great
introduction to the keynote speeches of those two distinguished guests,
turning it into a very dynamic session where young people were finally
given the floor.
Overall, the presentation of this
Report by Generation Europe and the
intervention of some of its Community
members enriched the debate by
offering a different perspective on the
issues at hand.

Former French education minister Luc Ferry
visits the GE stand

The GE stand at Employment Week 2008

Visitors to the GE stand

We would like to thank
everybody who participated
in this research and all the
participants to the open
question, who provided us with
valuable opinions on youth
employment values, work
ethics, job expectations and
the way young people go about
tackling the job market.
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Marie-Hélène Cussac,
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What do young people really think?
Generation Europe S.A.
Generation Europe SA (GESA) was launched six
years ago to facilitate multi-sectoral dialogue
and to help young Europeans shape the future.
We do this by collecting from young people (aged
19-29), their views, concerns and opinions on
topical issues, and by representing them to industry,
policy makers, civil society and the media. Issues
covered range from the future of the workplace and
work life balance to the environment and any other
topic in the news.
We function as a two-way communication
platform for young people from a wide variety of
backgrounds and countries. It’s free to join the
Generation Europe community and young people
(currently 8.000 registered users from 42 countries)
are motivated by the opportunity to influence public
and corporate policy by communicating their views
and defining their concerns and priorities.
Recently our focus has been on the question of
youth & employment, hence our involvement with
Employment Week 2008 and the “Tomorrow’s
Job Market” survey and present Report. GESA
has also focused on the future of innovation and
technology in the workplace, in cooperation with
the Future Work Forum via an online survey and
the running of specific workshops in the “Integrating
People and Technology” project. Past surveys and
conferences have also addressed subjects ranging
from “Self-regulation of Alcohol Promotion” and
“Young Europeans, Obesity & Lifestyle” to “Youth
Opinion & Political Apathy in European Politics”.
Capturing the vibes which young people can
generate is the aim of GESA “Shaping the
Future” Summits. They so far focused on “The
Future of Employment” and “The Role of Business
in Society”. For these GESA events, 3 participants
from each EU Member State and Candidate
Country were elected (via cyber-election) to
represent their country and
generation. The plenary
session was broadcast
live from the European
Parliament on EBS (Europe
by Satellite). The debates
produce meaningful panEuropean youth insight
research for event sponsors
and partners, as well as for
policy-makers.
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GESA is present in most Europeans countries
thanks to its GE national ambassadors, who
help us reach young people locally as well as keep
our Community updated on the various relevant
national debates.
Finally, our Community keeps in touch with its peers
across Europe thanks to its monthly magazine – GE
Vibes – featuring the latest GESA News and other
interesting bits and pieces of EU news, interviews
with high profile personalities and much more.

The Generation Europe Foundation
The history of Generation Europe goes back to
1995 when Generation Europe Foundation was
founded. This stemmed out of a simple observation
that the young represent tomorrow’s decisionmakers who will live, work,
consume and contribute to the
economic and political fibre of
Europe in the years to come.
In the context of a considerable
“deficit”
of
understanding
amongst young people in EU
Member States about how
the EU works, what it could
do for them and what being a
European citizen means, the
idea of the Europa Diary was born. As a nonpolitical, non-commercial organisation, Generation
Europe Foundation publishes a school diary, (the
Europa Diary) rich in information on a wide range of
subjects and provides an accompanying teachers’
guide for use in class. The Foundation also runs
opinion surveys to teachers and their students.
For the 2008-2009 school year, almost three million
free school diaries and teachers’ guides are being
distributing in the 27 EU Member States, in all EU
official languages, to schools who have requested
them.
Additionally, further editions of this successful
communication kit are under preparation in some
of the EU Neighbourhood countries – including
Croatia, Serbia and Turkey.
Generation Europe Foundation benefits from
public and institutional funding and to a lesser
extent from grants of private companies or industry
associations wishing to convey socially responsible
messages to young people.
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